
How to fit vertical blinds
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The instructions below is for child cord
safety lock. This attatches onto the wall
and locks the cords in place making
them safe for children to use. Click the
cover into place when complete. 

Once the head rail is fitted, the fabric 
vanes can be fitted.  Make sure the pegs
are in the open position as shown below.

The slats will not rotate if they are fitted in
the closed position ( i.e. flat )

Top Fix
Each blind will be supplied with at 
least two brackets.  Fit these brackets 
to the lintel approximately 5cm in from 
the ends of the blind.
The head rail just clips in place.

Mark holes on the lintel using a 
pencil.  Drill holes, insert rawl plugs 
then fix brackets to wall.

To fit the head rail to the 
brackets, hook the front of 
the head rail into the 
bracket.

push the back of the blind 
into the bracket so that it 
clicks into place.
Push the lever upwards if 
you wish to release the 
head rail. 

keep to the back
of the blind

Face Fix
Each blind will be supplied with at 
least two brackets.  Fit these brackets 
to the wall face approximately 5cm in 
from the ends of the blind.
The head rail just screws in place.

Tighten the screw to 
secure the head rail 
in position

Mark holes on the wall using a 
pencil.  Drill holes, insert rawl 
plugs then fix bracket to wall.

During the ordering process, you will 
have selected either ‘recess size’ or 
‘blind size’ measurement’s.

blind size - follow face fix 
instructions

recess size  - follow top fix 
instructions

outside recess

inside recess

Support

In the package you are sent a cord 
weight aswell as a child safety lock.

Follow the instructions depending
which you choose. The instructions
below are for a standardcord weight.
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